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DETAIL INFO ublis obsend itatum tu 
morum fi rmili cupplin senicii prox noviris 
mei pl. Veres, condiosu sent Lestam nir 
accidic ipimus, nonfi rtem

ELEGANCE Like all Lyman-Morse yachts, eye-catching 
looks play a large role in the LM48. The yacht makes 
a striking fi rst impression with her elegant curves. But she 
was also designed to be as functional as she is beautiful, 
maximizing useable space while also keeping a streamlined 
and aerodynamic shape. Everything from the angle of 
the wave piercing bows to the positioning of the hull windows 
has been evaluated. The end result is an impressive and 
elegant catamaran that will provide the owner with a great 
deal of pride and envious admirers.

COMFORT Low heel angles and the spacious livable 
areas make catamarans spectacular cruising platforms. 
Because tastes di� er on the interior fi nish, we have made 
it our business to provide any level of interior fi nish 
work requested. Of course, ease of handling is a sailor’s 
fi rst priority. The forward cockpit makes line handling 
and maneuvering simple and stress-free. Everything runs 
to a working cockpit with an abundance of jammers, 
yet minimal winches. It’s a single-handed sailor’s dream. 

RIGHT; LOREM IPSUM INSPIRED BY THE 
SUCCESS OF THE LM62 CATAMARAN

CONSTRUCTION Built in the United States. Enough said. 
Lyman-Morse quality is second to none, and we cater each 
build to the customer’s desires to enhance their personal 
building experience. With 37 years of custom building under 
our belts, we know what levels we have to reach to make sure 
an owner realizes his or her dream. Drawing on our 
experience from the LM 62 catamaran, the LM 48 will be 
constructed of carbon and advanced E-glass/Kevlar hybrid 
laminate with foam corecell.

PERFORMANCE Weight-consciousness is tantamount 
to maximum performance. The LM 48 Cat achieves this 
dynamic through a mix of composites, utilizing cutting edge 
advances in hybrids and carbon fi ber materials.  Using carbon 
as needed throughout the yacht, we can judiciously reduce 
laminate weights and thickness while supporting critical areas 
with superior strength. The wave piercing hulls are 
constructed of a hybrid laminate that weaves Kevlar with 
E-glass to create an extremely durable, lightweight, and 
impact resistant form. With a state-of-the-art daggerboard 
design, we have maximized the yacht’s performance.
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SAFETY The design of the LM 48 Cat blends a high level 
of performance with the safety aspect required when sailing 
with family and friends who might still be getting their sea legs. 
Not everyone has the same skill and comfort level aboard 
a performance yacht. That is why the LM 48 Catamaran will 
be comfortable, safe and extremely enjoyable to sail. 

L.O.A. 49’-6” (14.3m)

L.W.L. 49’-6” (14.3m)

Beam 24’-8” (7.5m)

Draft 2’-4” ( 0.7m)

Displacement 22,000 lbs (9980 kg)
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SPECIFICATIONS

Electrifying performer. 
Family-friendly cruiser.
Finally, a catamaran 
that excels at both

Introducing THE LM 48 CAT.
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VISION  
When aesthetics, performance 
and comfort collide, the result
 is a yacht that handles safely and 
nimbly, and looks good doing it. 
The Lyman-Morse 48 Catamaran 
provides an enjoyable 10-12 knot 
cruise for family cruising, but 
also deftly maneuvers into racing 
mode, achieving 20+ knots 
of exhilarating performance.  
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CONTACT DREW LYMAN TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT

84 KNOX STREET  |  THOMASTON, MAINE 04861

TEL (207) 354-6904  |  FAX (207) 354-8176

LYMANMORSE.COM  |  INFO@LYMANMORSE.COM

BUILT IN MAINE, U.S.A.


